
FOAMING TECHNOLOGIES

The FOX  model of the latest generation has been developed and manufactured with the best engineering and 

production techniques.

The registered design, ergonomic and functional, in combination with the features of high-performance materials, 

contribute to the accomplishment of an essential and efficient product for the execution of accurate and profitable 

works.

Practical, light and easy to clean, it is made of the best shock-proof thermoplastic materials. 

The adapter, suitable for the assembly of one-component polyurethane screw cylinders, is harmoniously built in the 

gun body. This model is complete with the “Safety-System” patented flow regulator preventing it from accidentally 

coming out of its own seat.

Control lever having a 
progressive action

Special short metal barrel with universal fittings for a wide range of extensions

Dosage regulator of the 
dispensed product

with “Safety-System”

Built-in universal adapter, 
easy to clean

Non-slip 
ergonomic 
handgrip

- ultra light, weighing only gr.175
- ergonomic and registered design 
- easy and quick cleaning 
- wholly made of easy-to-clean, anti-adhesive and high-performance thermoplastic material 
- easy-to-clean built-in adapter 
- ground stainless steel needle 
- disassemble-proof lever and regulator made of plastics 
- self-balancing and long-life special rod seal 
- Short metal barrel equipped with universal fittings for a wide range of disposable extensions  
- high-quality materials 
- rod gasket life-time (wear): > 100,000 cycles

Model MULTIFOX

1K PU FOAM GUNS
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61x51x76 cm

40x60x43 cm

box

Packaging

blister

60 p.

28 p.

13,6 Kg.

8 Kg.

FOAM GUNS

Replaceable nozzleRubber protection plug Wide range of extensions Wide range of colours



200 mm or longer straws : normal foam gun use but with flexible trim to length extensions 

Conical needle type nozzle : very small crevices and tight places where you need a very thin point but 
not a lot of foam, add the 150 mm long extension and get a longer needle point that can be bent in every 
direction

Spatula type, screw in place nozzle: useful to apply glue or flat and wide strips of foam

Pointed, screw in place nozzle: when you need a strong conical tip that can be trimmed at the required 
length to adjust foam strip width or when a strong piercing point is needed to penetrate past Styrofoam 
panels to fill with foam the gaps behind. The screw in place connection assures that the plastic tip will 
stay tight on the gun even in the roughest working conditions

Y shape 2 ways nozzle: very useful to apply two strips of foam at different widths 
(the Y arms can be trimmed at various widths) in one single passage
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RIGO NEW MULTIFOX: the perfect foam gun for odd foaming jobs

Very compact and strong gun: designed to work in tight places or when a normal 
length barrel gun + plastic extension/disposable tip becomes far too awkward.
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